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Up to now Motion Estimation and scene understanding have been treated through two main methods
that are the Optical Flow (OF) and the tracking.
These methods have been used in many civil applications like vehicules, humans and crowds analysis
and tracking, but also military ones for planes piloting, missiles tracking etc.

The Optical Flow is pixel-oriented and computes motion vectors between corresponding (or "coher-
ent") pixels of two successive frames in a succession of images (also called a video sequence without
the audio part) in order to follow an element or "target".

Tracking operates differently in the sense that it aims at finding and following a specific object (through
segmentation or another method) in a succession of images (also called "frames" in video sequences)

On another plan the Segmentation of groups of pixels, regions, or objects, in a sequence of images,
enables to compute group, region or object-oriented motion vectors and realizes a motion estimation
of these kind of elements.
This is why we are also interested in the segmentation.
Furthermore, in many applications, the segmentation of an element And its motion may have a specific
meaning.

So our interest is to realize a semantic segmentation together with a motion estimation in these appli-
cations. They are for example : the motion of a car on a road, the motion of a pedestrian or a cyclist,
the motion of one or more people in a crowd (for attacks and terrorism detection) , etc.
We think that in some cases, this semantic segmentation could also be used in video compression by
predicting the motion of group of pixels, of regions, or of objects.

What we propose in this training is first to do a review of the recent works on Segmentation and Mo-
tion Estimation, both by the traditional methods cited above, but also by recent works in Artifical
Intelligence and Neural Networks (NNs), and later to compare their results.

Several architectures of Neural networks may first need to be investigated in this work : the Deep
Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs), the Deep Feed Forward Neural Nets (DFFNNs) and maybe
others.
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In a second phase we want to propose the use of a new, and more efficient if possible, architecture for
solving the problem of motion estimation, either semantic (based on segmentation ?) or not.

So the work will start with a good bibliography on Segmentation, ME and Neural Nets, together with
first implementations of code on neural network architectures (e.g. paperswithcode.com), through tools
like Python or Matlab and their associated libraries.
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